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The reason for subdhiding the infra-r^d pon^c; ..:
the ir.armer sho\\n in Fig, 58 is that the ra> > $& ".T.jir.i:
have a much greater penetrating po»ver than th^-e v\r
far region. This subject Is considered on paje 59!. M
types of generator do not \ield
the same proportion of ra\s of
all vva\e-lengths.
The rays belonging to the near
region are sometimes called ra\s
of short wave-length, and those
that belong to the Far region are
sometimes called rays of long
wave-length. These expressions
are colloquially convenient, but
it will be realized that the words
*s!iGrf and "long" are used in a
relative sense. When they are
used It Is necessary to add infra-
red rays, because the term short
waves Is used In connexion with
short Hertzian waves, m filch are
at least twenty-four million times
longer than the shortest Infra-
red rays.
3.-GENERATORS
Three
types
fig. 59.—The Soli ax lamp
There are three main types of
Infra-red ray generators: (i) those
In which the source of the rays
is the Incandescent filament of
an electric lamp; (ii) those In	the rays are derived from lite red-
hot coils of a generator that	the domestic electric
(iii) those In which the current heats a	fibboa        the rays are
emitted from the surface of a cylindrical or rectangular holder
the ribbon is embedded.
(i) A widely used generator of the incandescent	type is	1
known as the Soil ex        Fig. 59). It contains a	electric lamp.
Within the bulb is a tungsten filament in an atmosphere of
The lamp is mounted in front of an	reflector. The
electrical energy needed for	the	to	is
1,000 watts. Thus if the main voltage Is 200 a current of 5

